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ONE GOAL: Deliberate integration of climate change information into
short-term management (< 5 years) and long-range planning (5 to 20 or
more years), decision-making, and implementation actions within the
control of agricultural producers
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Produced by the Climate Hubs
with
together
scientists from USFS, NRCS, and ARS

=
• 2016 - First version for
the Midwest
and
More
conservation
on
Northeast (~ 20 States)
the ground
• On-going – creating demonstrations/case
studies to cover entire US
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Many land owners and managers are
unsure how climate change might
actually apply at the scales that are
relevant to their work. The Adaptation
Workbook was created to bridge this
gap.
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Grain Storage (high moisture)
Climate Impacts
Grains not drying in the fall
2018 North Central Region
Inability to do field work Financial + Technical
Animal Health
Workshop
assistance
working
Heat Stress & Cold Stress
together
Extremes in temperatures and moisture
during
calving season and/or weaning – Respiratory
=
challenges
More conservation on
• Finding plant adapted to extremes both hot/cold &
the ground
wet/dry
• Increased mud in feedlots
• Increasing hail events; size of hail
• Cropping changes
• Early spring followed by extreme cold
impacts = localized flooding/livestock
impacts
• Shifts in crop rotation impacting other ag
industries – manure hauling/livestock
• Higher crop yields
• Unable to harvest
• Decrease livestock cool down time decreased

FOUNDATION
Forestry Adaptation Resources
+ Technical
workbookFinancial
was developed
by
assistance working
NIACS: www.niacs.org
together
=
The Northern Institute of Applied
More Climate
conservation
Science (NIACS) is a regional, multi-institutional
on the ground
entity.
• develops synthesis products
• fosters communication
• pursues science in climate change, carbon
cycling and management Financial + Technical
Assistance

NIACS is home of the Northern Forest Climate Hub

https://forestadaptation.org/

250+ Projects
have used the
Adaptation
Workbook
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Provides producers a flexible, structured process to identify and assess climate
change impacts, challenges, opportunities, and farm-level adaptation tactics and
continuously evaluate adaptation actions for improving responses to extreme and
uncertain conditions.

Do’s and Don’ts
The resources in this document do not:
•Recommend specific management actions or policy.
•Address non-climate related risks of an agricultural
enterprise, such as production, marketing, financial,
human resource, and legal factors.
•Attempt to list all possible climate adaptation actions
that a producer might implement.

Climate Change Adaptation –
One part of the big picture

adaptationworkbook.org

What are the Adaptation Resources?
agriculture

The Resources ISN’T about
making recommendations
for people to follow.
Instead, the process is a
way to help producers
organize information and
expertise in a logical
sequence, then helps them
develop their own,
customized adaptation
actions.
Complements existing
management planning and
decision-making systems

Adaptation Workbook Process

*Monitor – Evaluate
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*Built into
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Assistance

- Agriculture Workbook menu
*Tactics – local/regional BMPs for resiliency

workbook
based on
location +
local producer
knowledge
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Agriculture Example: Miller Farm
1. Where are you and what do you care about?

R & G Miller & Sons Inc. - northeastern Dane
County, WI
1550 acres of certified organic land is used for
418 acres of rotational grazed pasture and 1132
acres to grow crops to feed a dairy herd and
young stock, totaling about 800 head.

Goals & Objectives:
 Produce high quality organic milk.
 Increase grain and hay yields
 Maintain productivity of cows
 Improve/increase energy efficiency of
facilities

Adaptation Workbook

Climate Change and Impacts

https://nca2018.globalchange.gov/chapter/21/

Climate Change information and
Impacts - Midwest
Over the past 30 years:
• Increased rainfall from April to June - providing a favorable supply of soil
moisture while also reducing flexibility for timing of spring planting and
increasing soil erosion.
• Wet conditions at the end of the growing season can create elevated levels
of mold, fungus, and toxins.
• Last spring frost is occurring earlier, causing the frost-free season to
increase by an average of nine days since 1901.
• Avoidance of heat stress and longer growing seasons have favored
production in some parts of and some years in the Midwest.
https://nca2018.globalchange.gov/chapter/21/

Agriculture Example: Miller Farm
2. How is this particular place vulnerable to climate change?

• Increase in avg temperatures
• More days > 95 ℉

• Higher nighttime temps
• Longer frost free season
• Increase winter/spring ppt
• High frequency/intensity of
ppt events.
• Potential summer droughts

Adaptation Workbook

Agriculture Example: Miller Farm
3. What challenges or opportunities does climate change present?

Challenges
• Crops - More difficult to do field
work – harder to plant, haul
manure, potential ponding,
drought decrease yield.

Opportunities
• Crops – longer growing season if
sufficient water, more options from
seed companies, possible fall
planting of winter wheat or tricale

• Pasture – Wet springs makes
harder to get cows out, possible
disease increases, reduced
productivity of plants

• Pasture – greater productivity if
sufficient moisture

• Farmstead – More building
cooling/ventilation needed,
manure storage/handling issues.

Adaptation Workbook

What are the Strategies and Approaches?
Provides a menu to help
managers translate
broad concepts to
specific, implementable
tactics
Shows a rationale for
deciding on a specific
action

CONCEPT

STRATEGIES
APROACHES
TACTICS

ACTION

Strategies for Agriculture (MW/NE)
Strategies are broad ideas and generally sound like good things to do.

1. Sustain fundamental functions of soil and water.
2. Reduce the impacts of existing biological stressors
3. Reduce risks from warmer and drier conditions.
4. Reduce the risk and long-term impacts of extreme
weather.
5. Manage farms and fields as part of a larger landscape.
6. Alter management to accommodate expected future
conditions.
7. Alter agricultural systems or lands to new climate
conditions.
8. Alter infrastructure to match new and expected
conditions.

Approaches for Agriculture (MW/NE)
Approaches get more specific, and describe a general set of
actions that an producer could take.
Strategy 3: Reduce risks from warmer and drier conditions.
Approach 3.1: Adjust the timing or location of on-farm activities.
Approach 3.2: Manage crops to cope with warmer and drier conditions.
Approach 3.3: Manage livestock to cope with warmer and drier
conditions.
Strategy 4: Reduce the risk and long-term impacts of extreme
weather.
Approach 4.1: Reduce peak flow, runoff velocity, and soil erosion.
Approach 4.2: Reduce severity or extent of water-saturated soil and
flood damage.
Approach 4.3: Reduce severity or extent of wind damage to crops, soil
erosion.

Tactics for Agriculture (MW/NE)
Tactics are specific actions that producers take. The number of
potential tactics is infinite, so we just provide a variety of examples.
Strategy 3: Reduce risks from warmer and drier conditions.
Approach 3.2: Manage crops to cope with warmer and drier conditions.
Example tactics for cropping activities:
• Select longer growing-season, heat-resistant, or drought-resistant
varieties of crops
• Adjust timing of planting, such as earlier planting dates, to avoid heat
stress during critical periods of plant development
• Alter plant population density to reduce crop demands for water or
nutrients
• Increase efficiency of irrigation systems and water transportation
• Increase soil cover (mulch, cover crop) to conserve soil moisture and
reduce soil temperatures

Menu + Workbook: Connects the Dots
Management
Goals & Objectives

Climate Change Impacts
Challenges & Opportunities
Intent of Adaptation (Option)

Why it’s important:
Helps connect the dots
from broad concepts to
specific actions for
implementation.

Make Idea Specific
(Strategy, Approach)
Action to Implement
(Tactic)

Agriculture Example: Miller Farm
4. What actions can help systems adapt to change?

• Plant more acres of fall crops (wheat/triticale) for forage
or grain
• Reduce summer annuals (corn) to reduce impact on
spring field work
• Switch from corn to sorghum or sudangrass
• Change to drought tolerant seed varieties
• Reduced tillage
• Cover crops; and grazing of cover crops
• Stockpile hay/feed
• Interseeding or different varieties in pastures
• Plant more warm season perennial grasses

Adaptation Workbook

Agriculture Example: Miller Farm
5. How can you know whether those actions were effective?

Monitoring Item
Crop productivity
(bushels per acre
per year)
Pasture
productivity
Cow production /
health

Monitoring
Criteria for Evaluation
Implementation
Similar or better yields over Continue recorda 10-year period
keeping

Visual / species health
Milk production / health

Inspections and
recordkeeping
Inspections and
recordkeeping

Adaptation Demonstrations
(real-world examples)

• Working directly with producers to integrate climate
change into real world projects is necessary.
• Identify most common questions
• Create products or resources to address common
stumbling blocks or areas of confusion
• Test products like the workbook
• Turn stakeholders into “champions” who will share
your products and messages with others
• Improve your ability to communicate with producers
and meet them where they are

Is it regionally specific?
agriculture

adaptationworkbook.org

Answer: Some of it!

Can this resources manual be used in
other regions?
You Bet!
– Create regional adaptation demonstrations
(case studies)
– Demonstrations will improve Adaptation
Resources for other regional audiences
– Create new tools and resources based on
feedback

Case Studies developed by
NRCSFinancial
Staff –+ Technical
Climate Hub Liaisons
and others
assistance
working

together
=
Mike Kucera, Agronomist, NSSC
More conservation on
John Lee, Natural Resources Specialist, National Water Mgt Center
the ground
Dan Dostie, PA State Resource Conservationist

Joan Kinley-Howard, Soil Scientist, NRCS ERSL
Adam Dowling, WI District Conservationist
Jodie Reisner, Conservation Agronomist,
TX and
CNTSC
Financial
+ Technical
Chuck Peacock, CO MLRA Soil Scientist
Lynn Knight, Economist, ENTSC
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Case Study Locations (completed or in progress)
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Additional Case Studies available:
https://www.climatehubs.oce.usda.gov/hubs/topic/adaptationFinancial + Technical
resources-agriculture-case-studies-using-adaptation-workbook
assistance working
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=
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Ridgeway Farm
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Picking a Project
The Adaptation Workbook can be used for large and
complex projects, but it’s not the best place to start.

Too big
Best for this
testing:
Too small

• Large ownership or area
(1000s of acres)
• Complex with many goals or
products
• Small- to medium-sized
property (10s to 100s of acres)
• Focused on one or a few (≤3)
products/commodities
• Something that will resonate
with other producers
• Something smaller than reallife operational scale

Using the Adaptation Workbook
Worksheets (Comprehensive and Short Versions): paper, Word, Excel
Management
Objectives

Challenges

Opportunities

Feasibility

Other

Online tool

Adaptation Actions
Approach
(From Chapter 2)

Tactic

Time
Frame

Benefits

Drawbacks/ Recommend
Barriers
Tactic?

On-line workbook versions: https://adaptationworkbook.org/

Consider creating an Adaptation
Demonstration

Financial + Technical
1. We can provide you what you need to get started.
assistance working
2. We will assist in using thetogether
materials (phone, on-line).
= 2-day Adaptive Management
3. Depending on interest: Possible
More
on
Workshop at location
andconservation
date TBD. Possibly
midwinter? In
conjunction with another
meeting?
the
ground
Attendees would bring an example farm to develop a
demonstration/case study. We would focus on a Train-the-Trainer
session.
Send email of interest to:
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mike.wilson2@usda.gov or
charlene.felkley@usda.gov (Midwest Climate Hub Coordinator)

THANKS!

mike.wilson2@usda.gov
402-802-0428

